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All Is Well – beautiful words, but for Myrrh, All Is Well has become a theme for their 

lives. Having been in full-time ministry for over twenty years, Myrrh has seen more of 

their share of the Christian music industry. With a ministry that spans two decades and 

six continents, Myrrh’s musical style is as widespread as the number of places they have 

traveled. But on December 7
th
, 1999 a head on collision nearly ended the music of this 

talented family of musicians. Group members Bill and Heather Murk were traveling on a 

country road, west of Chicago, and were hit head-on by a speeding semi-truck. (for more 

about this please look for Myrrh’s album Closer or “Closer – The Radio Special”)   

 

“The one thing that got us through was knowing that God was in complete control – no 

matter what things looked like,” the group members are quick to say. “We had just begun 

performing the song All Is Well when the accident happened,” they explain. “Then in 

August, 2000 we realized we needed to release an album building on the theme of the 

song.”  

 

That CD mushroomed into a sixteen-song musical extravaganza. With everything from 

jazz, to adult contemporary, to the sacred classics, the diversity on this project is 

astounding. Myrrh's fresh approach breaks the stereotype surrounding Christmas songs, 

by "spicing up" many old favorites and adding some new ones. Between the vocal blend 

and violin artistry, this project offers something for everyone.  

 

“The bottom line is that all is well with us because we have found peace, joy, and 

contentment as we put our focus on the problem solver, instead of the problems around 

us. Everything in our lives, especially during the holidays, is grabbing for our attention. 

And with that, anxiety, stress and depression can mount. Believing in God’s sovereignty 

enables us to view life differently, because no matter what happens around us… All Is 

Well,” Myrrh 

 

 

 

 


